A self-dual CCR algebra is defined and arbitrary quasifree state is realized in a Fock type representation of another self-dual CCR algebra of a double size as a preparation for a study of quasi-equivalence of quasifree states. § 1. Introduction A necessary and sufficient condition for the quasi-equivalence of two quasifree representations of the canonical anticommutation relations (CAR) has been derived in [11] for the gauge invariant case and in [3] for the general case. We shall derive an analogous result for the canonical commutation relations (CCR) In section 2, we review the formulation in [2] . A self-dual algebra is defined when a linear space K, an antilinear involution F of K and a hermitian form j" on K satisfying f(Tf^ Fg) = -/(/i #)* are given. In section 3, we define a quasifree state in terms of a nonnegative hermitian form S on K such that S(f, g)-S(r g , r/) = r(/, g). In section 4, the structure of S relative to (K, 7% /") is analyzed. In section 5, basic properties of a Fock representation are stated and a result in [1] is quoted. A Fock type representation is defined as a generalization of a Fock representation to the case of degenerate 7* (i.e.
A necessary and sufficient condition for the quasi-equivalence of two quasifree representations of the canonical anticommutation relations (CAR) has been derived in [11] for the gauge invariant case and in [3] for the general case. We shall derive an analogous result for the canonical commutation relations (CCR) in this series of papers.
A quasifree state of CCR and Bogoliubov automorphisms have been extensively studied ([5] -^ [10] , [12] , [13] ). We shall use the formulation developped in [2] .
In section 2, we review the formulation in [2] . A self-dual algebra is defined when a linear space K, an antilinear involution F of K and a hermitian form j" on K satisfying f(Tf^ Fg) = -/(/i #)* are given. In section 3, we define a quasifree state in terms of a nonnegative hermitian form S on K such that S(f, g)-S(r g , r/) = r(/, g). In section 4, the structure of S relative to (K, 7% /") is analyzed. In section 5, basic properties of a Fock representation are stated and a result in [1] is quoted. A Fock type representation is defined as a generalization of a Fock representation to the case of degenerate 7* (i.e. the case with nontrivial center). In section 6, a quasifree state is realized as the restriction of Fock type state of a CCR algebra for (K s , ?s, F s )
where K s is about twice as large as K.
An application to the quasi-equivalence of quasifree states will be made in a subsequent paper []5j. § 2. Basic Notions Let K be a complex linear space and r(/ 3 g) be a hermitian form for y, g^K.
Let F be an antilinear involution (F 2 = l) satisfying /"(/y,
rg)=-r(g, /)
• A self-dual CCR 0/gefcrfl 2X(£, r, O over (j£, r, O is the quotient of the complex free * algebra generated by B(/), / € K, its conjugate B(/)* 3 f^K and an identity 1 over (the two-sided * ideal generated by) the following relations:
Any one-to-one linear mapping U of K onto K satisfying r(£//, = r(/5 g") Any operator P on K satisfying
is called a ^«5/5 projection. Such P is linear.
Let L be a complex pre-Hilbert space. A CCR algebra 21ccR.C£) over L is the quotient of the free * algebra generated by (a f , /), (/, a), f£.L and an identity by (the two-sided * ideal generated by) the following relations :
[C^, /), (a\ #)>[(/, a), (g, a)>0. Let P be a basis projection. Then the mapping a(P) from ?I(K, r 5 O to 2 Y CC R(PK) denned by
is a * isomorphism of ?VK, 7-, F) onto 
is cyclic for R P (Hi) if and only if P(Hi + iHi) is dense in PKp. (F is the closure of P on K P .) (vi) tip is separating for R P (Hi) if and only if P(H^ + iHi) is dense in PKp(

vii) Rp(Hi) is a factor if and only if HiP\H{ is 0.
Proof. The existence of the unique limit W P (/) for /EReXp follows from Lemma 5. 
Corollary 5.6. A Fock representation is regular and irreducible.
This is due to Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5.
The Fock representation defined above is applicable only for the case of non-degenerate 7. We now consider its generalization to the case of degenerate 7. Therefore 77 is a basis projection and ^^ is a Fock state.
The restriction of #># to SI is #># as is seen from (5.14).
Q. E. D. 
(A).
This is immediate from Lemma 6.1. .7) is used. This equivalence is obvious.
Q. E. D.
